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From the

Discussion
Boards
You're absoiutely right Braeden, the bill is of poor caliber: If oniy we had
held onto the original hope of a universal, single payer care system, and the
Dems wer~ as good -at whipping their members into line as theRepubs are,
then all of this siUy bickering would be over already. · .
...
I think what the lack of any cooper.ation on this bill, after months of
Dems making cut after cut to :appease·more c.ol}servative memben of their
own.party, and then trying to capture the few sane, errr ... moderat~ members of the Repubs shows the st~:1-nglehold that big Pharm and medical .
special interests has on our legislation. For-some senators, partic.tilarly those
mentioned, those earmark payoffs were probably viewed as a way to tecou.p
losse~ from giving up Insurance other medical special interest funding. ....
·
Tyler, "Swillowing the Bill" post No. 1
Correctio_ns: The sta-rting date for alcohol in The Pub has beeLl del~yed.
No new official date has b_e en released, but alcohol will not be served-untillafe
March, at the earliest.
··

A Modest Proposal~-Shirts!

-.
Front

A Modest Proposal has UI1deniably
awesome t-shir.ts. One could be
yours today. All contributors are
entitled to one free t-shirt. Anyone
may purchase at-shirt for $10, (but
why pay when you can contribute?).
Email amodestproposal.com for
purchase information.

talways thoughtthe perennial question was whether to buy groceries or
pay my electricity bill on time.
··
FLASH!, "Gimme (My Own) Shel~er" post No; 2

· .. Most "tr~ditional" students onl~ turn 21 in their junior or senior year at
UTD, espect.~y those who arepking ochem, for example. So, many students would not be eligible to drink.
, You mertt~oned "Liqu.idcourage".lhis is a university, not a nightclub.
Its not the place to drink and try to chat people up. Not to mention all the
drunk commuter students who might drive off intoxicated.
Concerned, ''UTD Cheers!" post No.4

What is the deal with these teetotalers? It's fairly commoO: for people to
enjoy c.~ny~rsation with friends over a beer. It's not "flippant self-medication," and.it's not some ab~ormal social.condition.l'm sure you feel v~ry
superior in your non-beer-drinking ways, but if you talk to everyone· like
they're pathetic inferiors, you'll need more than "tlippant self-medication" to
keep any friends.
.
A.nd "Concerned," you're righ.t that UTD-isn't a nightclub. And it's not
going to tur.n irM one. I dorit see what'~ wrong with chatting people up 011
campus. What, we're all supposed to go to class, Study in silence, and go home?
·
Pub-lease, "UTD Cheers!'' post No.5

I can't read th:is article because J can't get past the artwork So women
attd ~lac~s are sub;h,umans? Or is what you're saying that the· struggle for gay
mar~1~ge IS somehow a more en~ghte~ed struggle than for an end to slavery?
1he~es mo_re or less no way to VIew th1s that isn't incredibly offensive. But _
that s .nothing new for you guys, is it?
Ryan, "Preparation 8" post No. 1

Back

Holy shit, you·guys.XD
It's a reference to the evolution of man. It's a play on how women and black
were seen.as lesser beings b~fore the civil rights and women's rights move, ments, and now there is a new type;_ of discrimination. It just evolves. :)
Caitlin, "Preparation 8" past No.6

About A Modest Proposal

Want to get involved?
Upcoming AMP dates:
Story Meetings: March 3 & ,4, 9 P.M. MC 3...612
..
Articles Due: March 11, Midnight.
Production Weekend· March 26-28 MG 3.6F2
Caption Contest Entry: Mt;~rch26
Subscribe at amp.utdallas.edu/subscribe to
receive meeting reminders via email.
Calendar ofall events available
at amp. utdallas. ed;vc.alendar

Opinion Publication: AMP exists to amplify your voice.
AMP does not assign topics or discriminate on the basis of
the opinion expressed.
No Staff: Any student, faculty, or alumnus may contribute.
Contributors can be as casual or as dedicated with involvement as they ple.ase.
E qual Standing: In submissions to AMP, every contributor
speaks as an individual, even editors.
Institutional Voice: AMP can take a stand on issues as an
institution. Only articles signed by all current editors and expressly labeled institutional opiniqn are institutional opinions.
Contact Us:
A Modest Proposal (MC 3.612)
amp.utdallas.edu
amodestproposal@gmail.com
Twitter: AMPatUTD
Googlc Group: AModestProposal
214-ANIP-UTDO (214-267-8830)
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by a modest propos.al
amodcstproposal@gmail.i:om

You should vote in the upcoming Student Government elections. All you have
to do is go to sg.utdallas.edu on March
8th, 9th, or lOth. Also, this coming.year is
going to be really important for SG. UTD
is about to go through a massive amount
of administrative turnover, and the Texas
legislature is going to have one of its biennial meetings. If none of that is compelling, consider that SG has an operating

!:US~. Ll FE
~

~. ~~----------

budget of about $125,0001 most of which lower textbook ~ost~ (such as asking prois money that you (if you're a student) fessors to use course packets instead of aspaid. Make sure that money ends up with signing textbooks and having the bookstore
people you trust.
release ISBN numbers early). Grace and
Dina also pla!J to have s~dent represenStatement of Disclosure
,tatives at important sessions of the Texas
Each of i:he editors has personal ti~s to legislatUre, the UT System Board of Remost of the candidates tor SG President gents, and the Richardson City Council.
and S6 Vice President. Mac Hird is a curAMP likes the ideas c2 put forth; howrent SG senator, but he is not running for · ever, most of those ideas (e.g. instantreelection.
feedback surve)rs) are more appropriate
for senators to take on independently or
The Ideal Senate
as part of a committee. The President and
In an ideal senate, the President (besides Vice President should spend their time acmeeting with university administration 'complis~ing projects that individual senaand government leaders) runs meetings ef- tors cannot.
SA's ideas were more impressive. Grace
ficiently to ensure that work gets done and
that student interests are represented. The and Dina were ambitious but also able
President and Vice Presid~nt also work · to produce specifics (names, dates, et al.)
on their own ideas. They delegate tasks 'to when asked, whkh indicates that they will
committees (proactive leadership) while actually be able to accomplish their lofty
still allowing and encouraging individual goals. Nevertheless, one thing they said
senators and committees to think up and was troubli_n.g: they don't want to make too
pursue projects of their own-(reactive lead- many campaign promises that they can't
ership). SG reaches out to students to hear ~fleet directly. They don't want.to overload
their concerns and disseminates clear re- the entire senate with their own goals at
cords of its activities. Every senator works the expense of individual senators' ability
to represent the students ofUTD.
to advance their own i~sues.
In explaining that, Grace and Dina
Objectives & Goals
were extremely hesitant to say that they ·
connect2:'s (c2) goal is connect stu- would delegate their tasks. Even though
dents, administrators, and the Richardson that's an admirable leadership ideal, the
community. ·Bryan and Brittany plan to truth. is that so~ne ideas are better than
make students inore aware of on-campus . others. SA's ideas are all good, and they
resources such as the Career Center and- need to be implemented. Realistically
the Writing Center, assign every registered speaking, though, there's no way that
student organization a senator liaison, and Grace and Dina- will be able. to accomcreate detalled records of senate decisions. plish all of their good ideas by themselves.
They will also bring student concerns to. In order· to achieve .a proper ~alance of
administrators by placing instant-feed- p.roactivity and reactivity, they need to be
back surveys outside of university offices. more willing to delegate.
Lastly, they will attempt to expand the
Comet Discount Program to include spe- Experience
cial hours and deals.
Grace's and Dina's longer experience
Student Allies (SA) has several goals (five semesters each) means that they have
to· improve campus in both the short and both seen thr.ee different SG Presidencies.
long terms. Its projects include scrutiniz- Because of their experiences, they know
ing the Dining Hall's food choiCes, costs, the dangers of having overly proactive
and hours; expanding the Peer Lead Team leadership. SA stressed the impor.tance of
Learning program; and finding ways -to leaving the senators free of delegated tasks

so that the entire senate can represent and
address student interests. AMP reiterates
its worry that they will be too comfortable,
because oftheir experience, with leaving
then1selves too much work. Again, Dina
and Grace demonstrated some capacity to
delegate, but were nonetheless far too reluctant to-say that they would.
Bryan's and Brittany's shorter experience (four and two semes.ters, respectively)
means that they have only seen two and
one Presidencies, respectively. They have
had fewer opportunities to make cqntacts
and l!!arn procedures. When Bryan was
questioned further about specifics, he was
less '<lble to produce details. Bryan and
Britt~ny's relative inexperief!ce also makes
it likely that they will be too proactive <tnd
will overburden the senate. In their eager.ness t~ implement their ideas, they would
likely lose the ability to react to student
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concerns, and individual senators would be
unable to advance their own ideas.

Appointments
The President has the power to appoint
applicants to empty senate seats with confinnation from the senate. Because SG
elections never actually fill all 42 seats (and
scats inevitably open up during the year),
the President's appointment strategy in
large part defines thJ composition, effectiveness, and goals of the senate.
Grace described her process, which she
developed when she was VP, as three steps:
read through all the applications without
names and personal information and start
separating them; go back through applications with full information and refine
the previous decisions; and, after a second
opinion from her VP if torn between applicants, intervi~w the chosen candidate
to communicate expectations and confirm
desire to take the position.
Bryan said that he would interview every candidate because paper applications
just can't make up for the information you
get from personal interaction. He would
consider highly senate involvement (not

just previous senate membership but also
meeting attendance) and having an issue
or reason that draws one fo be on senate.
AMP takes issue with both appointnient approaches, though Gr;~.ce's is superior. There. can be 40 or more applications
for SG appointment, and, despite Bryan's
commitment to make meetings even late
at night (c2's interview was at 11:45 p.m.),
his approach is completely impractical.
There's no reason for anyone to fill out
applic;1tions if they won't be used to narrow the candidate pool down before interviews; furthermore, the President shouldn't
divert so much time away from his or her
other endeavors. More importantly, Bryan's
process is far too open to bias: people he
knows personally and good speakers (not
necessarily good workers) would have a
huge advantage in person.
AMP admires Grace's efforts to remove bias from her process, but it would
be much fairer and better to interview a
small group of applicants before making
an appointment.

Parliamentary Procedure

5

perience and knowledge to run meetings
effectively, and her commitment to review
over the summer will fiU in any gaps. Bryan
also seems to have the knowledge needed
to run the meetings well. Dina would be
able to 1ill in and chair meetings in the
President's absence; however, Brittany does
not know enough to do so.

IfYou Were a Smoothie ...
"What flavor would you be and why?"
Grace wanted a unique fruit smoothie
and chose the mango as her medium. Grace
cited her need for a meaty, dense, textured
fruit, and this speaks volumes. To q\IOte, "If
you guys phrase this awkwardly in the article, l'm going to kick your butts." · . ·
Dina wanted a citrusy, refreshing, bright
smoothie, and settled on an 80% orange,
20% strawberry mixture. Her srnoothie
choice predicts an energetic leadership
style peppered with pizzazz and pulp.
Jtryan wanted a mixed berry fruit
smoothie with a large focus on homegrown,
local ingredients. The smoothie.would have
a visible twirl, so you knew what went into
making it, b\lt it would never be made the
same way twice. Bryan's smoothie reflects
his commitment to including f:Veryone on
campus in Student Government operation.
His dislike of an ultra-structl!red smoothie
recipe shows .he leads creatively, but perhaps unpredictably. Risky smoothie making could result in pleasure or pain.
Brittany spoke longer on her smoothie
than the three other candidates combined.
The end result: a S.trawberry-lemon-pincapple smoothie which reflects her carefree, businesslike, open-book, multi-layered, complex, ultra-sweet, tough-gal style
of governance.

Robert's Rules are a set of guidelines
for parliamentary procedure (parli pro)
that make clear, orderly, efficient meetings
possible. A dearth of parli pro knowledge
has stalled SG in the past, so the candidates' technical expertise is directly related
to how much senate will be able to accomplish next year.
Dina and Grace both expressed knowledge of and comfort with parli pro. Grace
had many conversations with '08-'09 SG
President Steven Rosson about running
meetings during her tenure as Vice President. She admitted to knowing parli pro
less well than he did, but she and Dina
said they would be using the summer to Endorsement
It is the position ofAMP that Dina and
. become experts.
.
Bryan said he was very confident Grace are the best choices for SG Presiabout his parli pro knowledge and that dent andVice President. Their experience
he ~nswers other senators' q~estions dur- with UTD administration will enable
ing meetings. Brittany said she was 100% them to bulld lasting and valuable rela· comfortable with using parli pro, and that . tionships between SG and the (many) new
she knew w~at was going on 98% of the administrators that UTD will be hiring.
time (though she mentioned that she gets next year. In addition, SN.s commitment
confused when a motion is inade on a mo· to involving UTD's Student Government
tion, which is a common and essential part with the Texas legislature, the Richardson
of parll pro). Brittany ~nd Brian mentioned City Council, and-the UT System Board of
se,veral strategies for brushing up on parli Regents will increase UT Dallas's,visibility
pro but did not mention using the summer and give students' voice a greater chance to
be heard. Bryan and Brittany would be able
to study it.
Grace appears to have the necessary ex- to accomplish nearly all of their goals as

senators, especially under Grace and Dina's
reactive senatorial philosophy.

The Rules ofEngagement
At the time of printing, only two tickets
had filed. The editors ofAMP interviewed
the Student Government Presidential and
the Vice Presidential candidates of the two
tic)tets* to investigate their platforms and
determine which would serve the students
the best. Both tickets were asked the same
questions, received equivalent amounts of
time to answer, and were knowingly and
willingly re.corded. Neither ticket had
prior knowledge of the questions or more
notice about the interviews nor heard the
other ticket's responses. The description
provided herein was produced solely on
the basis of the interviews and publicly
available knowledge. Lists given are not
exhaustive but include the most important examples.
The editors of AMP unanimously approved this·institutional opinion: •

.Speak softly and carry a big AMP.
Discuss this article at amiJ.utdal/as.edu!
1
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'Chairnobyl
Lecture-hall seating benches effective.learning

by monica niewiarowski
niewiarowski@studenr.urdallas.edu

They squeak. 1hey creak. They make
class bleak. UTD.'s chairs will min your
week.
Every guide to efficient studying, evety back- to-school advice column, and
every mother will tell you that the environment in which you ·study and learn
has an impact on how well you perform
in school.. 1hc ideal place to 'study is a
large, uncluttered desk with clear lighting
and a comfy, Eeight-adjustable chair. At
hom~, that's fairly easy to control. You
can choose your desk, find a lamp you
like, and pick a chair to suit you.
Sadly, large expanses of uncluttered surface area soon fill up with
crinkled receipts, old batteries, broken
pencils', and a hamster cage, all o f
which make homework hard
to do at home.
Classrooms, though,
should be immaculate
shrines of organization.
If our desks at home
are imperfect, then
at least the classroom, the place
in which we first

Illustration by lewis chang

absorb knowledge, should be the ideal
learning environment. Of course, should is
only an ideal expectation, and therein lies
the problem.
The chairs in many of the classrooms
(at least the ones in which I have had
class) are not at all conducive to proper
learning, and they can evyn be physically harmful. My least fayo>ite chairs
are the strange, conjoined-~t-the"-metal
post plastic contraptions ~at rve seen
in Hoblitzellc Hall and soaie classrooms
in Green Hall. Conferenc±Center has
similar ones, but they're fa1 ier because
they're covered in itchy bl carpeting.
They draw my hatred for several r~sons.
1.) They're uncomfortable.
The plastic (or carpet-covered plastic,
as the case may be) pretends to be ergonomically designed, but in reality your
back will start to hurt within the firsffew
minutes of the lecture.
2.) They're loud.
Anytime you
bend down to get
something out
of y:our back-

r

pack or push away from the desk to check
your phone, the rusty, worn-out chair connections will never fail to .announce your
movement to the class - you'll also feel
guilty for being heavy enough to cause
the squeaking.
3.) They're broken.
Some of the chairs drift toward the desk
as if pulled by a magnetic force; some swing
away from the desk lazily and refuse to stay
close by. Others arc too low in relation to
the desk, which means that you either have
to write with tiny raptor arms or have to
type with your laptop on your lap and risk
getting carpal tunneL Tough c~oice.
3a.)They're uneven.
This quality merits a category unto itself. You would think that because ever·y
two chairs are connected at a post, they
would at least be the same height- and
you would be sadly mistaken. Years o{
having students ~lowly test the limits of
the bolts have forced the chairs·to resemble scales. Granted, that isn't a problem
if you and the person next to you are the
same weight, but there have been numerous occasions on which my slightly
heavier neighbor has
interr.u pted
my
peaceful
note taking with a sudden jolt.
Between
the pain and

the noise, it's reasonable to say that learning is hard to do in UTD's classrooms.
The solution is simple: Get rid of the bad
chairs and get better ones. The School of
Manage!llent has awesome lecture halls
that feature comfy, height-adjustable
chairs with armrests. An upgrade really
wouldn't be that difficult, since it would
just involve unscrewing the c~rrent chairs
and buying new ones. It's tme that new
chairs would be expensive, but it's a small
price to pay for students' improved comfort. In comparison to the massive ongoing construction projects, a few thousand
dollars to refurbish a some of the outdated classrooms wouldn't be an outlandish
Sl!ffi to request.
However, life at UTD is currently
made difficult by the construction etched
across our campus. Switching out the
chairs would add to the confusion and
chaos, even if only for a short time. Are
the chairs so uncomfortable that we
woutd add to our vexations? 1he state of
the chairs is unforgivably painful. Construction is already impeding daily life,
but doing some minor repairs in a few
classrooms won't significantly add to the
construction and will increase students' ·
comfort and ability to learn. •

Don't make Monica uncomfortable.
You wouldn't like her when she's
uncomfortable.
Discuss this article at amf>.utdallas.edu!.
~
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Hall Freezes Over
Residence Hal/living conditions go down the drain

by dana scott
dlscott@srudent. utdallas.edu

Water is amazing stuff. Give it enough
time and it can wear or wash away just
about anything. One of the marvels of
modem convenience is indoor plumbing, the ability to have water delivered
through pipes right to a faucet, shower,
toilet or other desired area.
G iven water's amazing properties, it
would only be logical that after some time
the pipes that carry water would need to
be patched or replaced. In our age of burgeoning technology, the need to repair
water pipes occurs with less and less frequency - yet somehow the brand new
Residence Hall here on the UT Dallas
campus cannot quite seem to get it right.
The fall semester of 2009 started off
with the Residence Hall not quite completely constructed: The walls were up,
but many were not yet painted; the rooms
were furnished but had no locks on the
doors or covers on the electric outlets; and
most Boors were lucky to get even lukewarm water in the showers.
As the semester proceeded, many of
these issues were addressed. Walls got
painted, so the Residence Hall looked
sparkly and new. Locks got put on at least
the main doors to the suites and many of
the individual rooms· as well. Even well
into October, however, freshmen living
in the Residence Hall were still lucky if
they got so much as lukewarm water for
a shower.
Complaints were filed again and again
through the proper University Village
channels, . and less formal observation'S
were made to maintenance personnel
themselves, in the hopes that something
could be done. Unfortunately residents
continued to sec no signs of progress.
Finally, right around the time classes
were making that final push toward the
end of the semester, notices went up in-

forming the residents that the water issues were going to be investigated and
requesting that students be patient and
cooperate with the maintenance team.
Freshmen residents rejoiced - hot water
was available! Facebook overflowed with
statuses exclaiming the residents' excitement about their ability to take hot showers. Sadly, the fix was not permanent. The
hot water lasted a bit more than a week.
Residents, especially of the 3rd floor,
found that their water situation was even .
worse than before. In early December,
a friend of mine had a sinus infection.
Unable to breathe properly, he hoped
some steam would help, so he turned his
shower to the hottest setting. H e let the water
run fo r nearly an hour
before turning it off
as a hopeless endeavor,
the water still as cool
to the touch as it had
been when he first
tllrned it on.
University
Village
seemed to realize rhat
tougher measures
were needed to
fix the problem,
and
so all the
Freshmen

were kicked out of the Residence Hall
for a few days over the winter break to
address problems with the power plant,
which is involved in providing hot water
to. the Res Hall. Again, there was much
rejoicing on the parts of the returning
residents to find warm water once more
at their disposal.
Of course, it is not just the want of a
warm shower that makes this problem
troubling. The suites in the Residence
Hall have no dishwashers in the rooms,
meaning that any dishes the freshmen
have in their roo~s have to be washed
by hand in the sink. W ithout the ability
to
ac-cess hot water, they have to rely
solely on the disi-nfectant
power of the soap.
Furthermore, one wonders whether the laundry
room downstairs had hot
water. If it did, how
were the architects
able to design the piping so that one small
. area of the building
had hot water and the
others did not? If
t he laundry room
did not have hot
water,
there
are significant
concerns about

?,I

\1!
· ' - - - - - - ))·
Water issues turned these rezzies into frosties. Illustration by scott ungchw;.ri

sanitation and the abilit}r of those forced
to use those facilities to disinfect their
property. University Village warns again
and again about the dangers of bed bugs,
but one of the best ways to prevent those
pests is washing bed linens often in hot
water.
But that was last semester, right? So
why even bring it up now? Surely all the
kinks have been worked out, and the Residence Hall is in superb worki~g order
now. Right? Sadly, no. On Friday, Febru- ·
ary 5 signs were posted throughout the
Residence Hall proclaiming once again a
lack of hot water. This time, though, a solution was offered for any f reshman who
really wanted to take a hot shower: Go to
the Activity Center.
The average high temperature for
Richardson in Febn1ary is 57°, and it
seems to me, as a girl with long hair, to
be a hard choice - cold shower or cold
walk with wet hair (not to mention carrying necessary shower supplies to and
from the Activity Center)? That just does
n0t appear to be a truly viable alternative
to reliable hot water.
Although the fact that University Village acknowledges and is working on the
problem helps, it does not change the fact
that a brand new building with 400 or so
students living in it cannot seem to get
a handle on basic necessities. Residents
must have hot water.
With more residence halls planned for
the coming years, the question of whether they can get ir right in the future is of
utmost importance. The freshmen living
with these problems would certainly have
preferred to have had an advocate about
the issues. Current residents and other
concerned students need to document
and report such issues when they arise.
Thro~gh working with the UT Dallas
administration, hopefully it will be possible to alleviate these situations in the
future. •

Dana avoided the hot water shortage by not
showeringfor three months .rtraight.

..

D iscuss this article at amtJ.utdallas.edu!
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Apathetics Anonym·ous
Step On·e is admitting -that you have a problem
•

Other than being words that imitate sounds Onothere would be no limit to what we could do.The passion
and zeal from that Snow D ay would give UTD the push matopoeia is a highly successful student organization at
it needs to become the best.
UTD dedicated to pulling .benign stunts-such as silent
At this point you may be thinking, Gee, that sounds public raves- to make people laugh and to spice up tlie
great and all, but how can we beat down Apathy? Didn't monotonous day-to-day grind.
by caroline lee
There is a point to telling you all of this besides
you just spend your entire introduction elaborating on how caroline.lee.21@gmail.com
tough an opponmt it is?
shameless advertisement. Onomatopoeia was founded
... ·················-·-----·-........ ..........
Believe it or not, there's actually a simple solution.That by two average yet motivated students who wanted to
A sinister villain prowls the shadows ofUTD , hiding solution, that grand hero ofjustice that can defeat Apa• shake up Apathy at their school. With the help of
in every crack and crevice. The foul fiend presents a dif- thy, is you. Don't worry; you don't have to take up all the
some zombie days, some-pillow fights, anq some
ficult challenge, for it is as permeating as the stench of r!!Sponsibility on your own. Your roommates,
student participation - BANG! BOOM! KAconstruction-site urinals. Both dangerous and stealthy, your friends, your peers, and even that
POW! - they contended with their nemesis.
this foe may lead to the end ofUTD. Who is the noto- weird, booger-picking
Onomatopoeia is a testament to the fact that
rious villain, you ask? It is a force that every student at
average students can fight Apathy. ·
UTD battles al one time or another: Apathy - a la;ck of
Creating a school organization is one
interest in and attachment to UTD's campus life.
way to win against apathy, but simply joining one of the hundreds of student groups
Most people would agree that college is not just
about slaving away for a degree; it's about
on campus, such as the Comet Cat Cogetting your feet wet, finding inalition or the H arry Potter Quidditch
dividuality, and having fun.
Team, is enough for you to score one
Apathy desecrates this speagainst Apathy.
cial time and impedes the
Even making a new friend at the
personal growth students need
Comet Cafe helps. Since Apathy
to become successful. Typically,
typically spawns from a lack of
Apathy on campus is overlooked,
bonds, making even one new conbut it is one of the most urgent isnection is enough to make a difsues at UTD and needs to be imference. At first, it may seem inmediately addressed by students.
timidating to step outside your
On the recent Snow Day, I atbubble; after all, the bubble is
tended the massive snowball fight besafe, comfortable; and monhind the Residence Hall at 3:30. A rare
ster-free. But it'll be worth
energy surged through the veins of every
the effort; I guarantee it.
person there. Students cursed vehemently
The students are the
as they were pelted by surprise attacks. Epic
ones who need to turn
snowball wars were waged between serious
the tide in the battle against
apathy. Motivated students can always
contenders. Smiles and laughter abounded.
.,,,,,,;,!'~"~:t\
As my friends and I watched the festivities,
do more than they think they can. Believe in
too tired from the-day's earlier endeavors to do
'oi ({let<afl
your own power to change your school. There's a reason
very much, one of my friends said with awe, "It
~~,o{\
h e 1 p UTD has a fre~hman retention rate of 84 percent: no
\\\u<:."fe~ls like a real campus now." I couldn't help but
-a.'i>-at~iyou. Defeating matter how often students tease Temoc for resembling a
feel gloomy about her comment. The fierce feel'll-a.f -a.'iJ1flst
Apathy is every student's flaming· sperm, they come back because they love UTD
ings of pure joy and innocent enthusiasm felt by all
~
•s \fl '(.\\e
responsibility. It's easy to l6af (though that doesn't necessarily make them active in
'
~
~
- even professors were spotted holding snowball 0~o stu
around complaining about Apathy and how campus life).
fights of their own - were destined to be ephemeral.
it's the administration's fault, but that type of weak
Students must rem~mbcr that love if they want to
That fragile communion that env~loped our campus that mentality won't help our schooL
conquer Apathy. So what are you waiting for? Go out
day melted away with the snow, and Apathy loomed over
Take a leaf out of Mahatma Gandhi's book: You must there and kick Apathy's ass! •
the campus once again.
' be the change you wi'sh to see at UTD. Now, I know what
Mter that Snow Day, I couldn't help but wonder why you're going to say: "Me? What can I do about Apathy?
we had to go back to our apathetic ways. UTD already I'm just one, weak person."Well I'm sorry, but you're dead Caroline strictly e'!forces Step Two: D on't talk aboutfight cfuiJ.
Discuss this article at amp.utdallqs.edu!
aims to become a Tier One university. IfUTD were al- wrong. You have the potential to be the most powerfUl
ways as energized a_nd inspired as everyone felt that day, person you know. l'IJ illustrate with an example.
--- · ~· ·······

~
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War for the Poor
Giving neglected minorities cifighting chance ·.

by cr~ig gabrysch
nonlocal1221@gmail.com

America has advanced leaps and
bounds when it comes to respecting minority groups. Women have finally managed to wrest some semblance of power
from men. We have a black man i!l the
Whlte House. Hispanics are rapidly
gaiping economic and political power.
We even have an Indian (not a Native
American, mind you) running for the
Democratic nomination for Texas governor. Despite these advances in the last
40 years, though, there remain minority groups that receive no semblance of
respect. Two that remain stuck with no
hope of upward mobility 'llre the homeless and the mentally retarded. Unless
something drastic happens, our country's populace will never change its
view of them.
·
Forty-five years after LBJ dedared his "War on Poverty", the
homeless still struggle for survival. The
homeless live under your city's overpasses,
push baby carts full of scavenged "treasures" down Dallas streets, and beg for
-.change every night to get into a shelter.
They are left in back alleyways drinking
their malt Liquor, ignored by the good
people of Dallas.
. And the mentally retarded? Slowly,_
people have begun to extend to them the
same respect and decency given to oth,.er
members of the human race. You ~till hear
the occasional Rain Man joke, but today's
social climate is a far cry from the "ship
them off to a sanitarium so they don't disturb the nornial children" mentality of the
early 20'h century. That said, the mentally
retarded are still stuck in low-paying jobs
for which they barely make a living wage.
They bag your groceries and sweep your
Roors so everyone can feel that they have
been made "productive members of society". What a waste.

So what should we do?
I have a proposal.
The Irving City Council and the mas-.
• sive corporate food giant Kraft have an
ill-conceived plan to demolish Texas
Stadium, the former home of the Dallas Cowboys, in a "Cheddar Explosion".
The electronic switch will be flipped by
a grade- school child who won a nation-wide essay contest. Not only
is the name for the planned explo- ·
sion stupid - the explosion itself
is misguided.
What does this have to
do 'With the homeless and
the mentally retarded? Let
me paint a scene for you.
It's Monday night.
T exas Stadium is filled
with the dull roar of the
crowd, beer hawkers' shouts, · and
that faint smell
of stale sweat

c4.tce. You all cheer wildly for the hometown boys as they come rushing from the
locker rooms. The Dallas Derelicts take
the field.
Finally, that sweet release comes. The
high . pitched whine of a gas powered
chainsaw.
.
The games are on. You shout your appreciation for the combat about to commence. Your cares melt away.
You
clap your
buddy on

Illustration by lewis chang

and hot dogs. The ulti-

< .. ;

mate fans are just a few
seats in front of you, painted in the hometeam colors of red and gold. You paid $10
for a bag of chips, $8 for a beer, and $40
for parking, but none of that matters because soon some '80s·song is blaring from
a speaker overhead. lt could only be the
fist-pumping anthem of air shows across
the nation, "Rock You Like a H urricane':
The games will soon begin.
You hear the announcer. The crowd
goes wild, carrying you along the rapids
of adulation only a sports game can pro-

the· shoulder, cheer to your
team's success thls evening,
then sit back and reflect on
your day. Work wasn't as exhausting as usual, ~nd the fact that you
make. your boss richer every time you
clock in didn't matter as much. That sweet
pre-adrenal rush was there all day, lurking
in the backgrouna, keeping you primed for
tonight's events of masculine prowess.
So what exactly am I pr.oposing, good
readers( I will tell you plainly and simply.
Gladiatorial Combat: Mentally Retarded vs. H omeless.

To the death.
Stop showing your . squeamishness.
You know you want it. More importantly,
a lot of people would pay to see it.
Let's be honest here. What are we going to do? Just let some grade school kid
explode Texas Stadium in a "C~eddar Explosion"?
Instead, we can give these last victims
of bigotry and prejudice a chance for ·
fame and glory! It worked for J adoe Robinson of the Dodgers. Why not Timmy
O'Dwyer of the Richardson Retards? Or
Barry Freeman of the Dallas Derelicts?
Let's do the numbers. Kraft is only
paying out $150,000 in donations for the
opportunity to explode the stadium. Why
are there not more people up in arms
about this? We could easily use the stadium to create employment for hundreds
of homeless and mentally retarded people.
TI}e revenue generated for communities
would be well over the paltry sum offered
by Kraft.
In short, nuts to demolition!
Let's give these social outcasts a chance to get back
in the game oflife. Finally
they'll be able to garner the
respect and· admiration every human being truly dese~es.
But, some may ask, what ifthere aren't
any contestants willing to enter the soonto-be-hallowed walls of the Tex:ts Coliseum? Give them a free night, all expenses
paid, at the W H otel. Let them have a
round at the Ghost Bar to see what it's ·
really like. After experiencing $450 bottle
service once, they'll'see what the good life
is like, and they'U be chomping at the bit
to pick out their own machete!
Why are we content with watching
watch orie death match in Iraq for seven
years, and another in Afghanistan for nine?
Why not up close.and personal, where you
·can smell the grease and blood?
·
Or from inside an air-conditioned sky
box? •

Craig is just mad that he doesn't get to
press ihe button.
Discuss this article at am/J.utdallas.edu!
..
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attacked Hillary Clinton and stated implicitly and explicitly that she was unfit for the presidency in a very
public venue.

by megan newman
mncwma8@gM31l.coM

---···-······-··

---··-·-··--

1he idea that money talks is so widely accepted that it
ha5 become a cliche, but in the case of elections, should
corporate money have the same ~peaking rights as individual citizens? The U.S. Supreme Court decided that
very question on January 21, 2010, Ln Citizens United v.
Federal Electio11 Commissio11. In a hotly contested 5-4 decision, the Court ruled that corporations have essentially
the same First Amendment rights as individual citizens
and that restricting corporations' ability to advocate independently for the election or defeat of candidates for
public office is unconstitutional.
At first glance, that may seem to be a harmless conclusion. Corporations are associations of individual citizens, and since freedom of speech is a sacred guarantee
of the U.S. Constitution, surely corporations should be
able to speak out about candidates. The problem with
the Court's conclusion is that it's a misrepresentation of
the First Amendment that flies in the face of more than
a century of public thought, law, and. discourse on the
subject of corporate influence over elections. Even more
troubling, the Court reached its unusual conclusion by
replacing established Congressional research with wild
speculation - a dangerous move of judicial activism in
a case in· which 4sing restraint would have been more
appropriate.

Campaign Finance Law
The BCRA was actually a series of amendments to
many earlier campaign finance reform laws dating
back to 1907.
Those laws
prohibited
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corporate spending on elections and, later, coFporate
spending on _independent advertising that specifically
urges viewers to vote for or against a candidate. Independent advertising was by definition supposed to be carried
out without any cooperation or coordination between
candidates and corporations.
In March of 2009, the
Supreme
Court
heard argu-

A Case with Limited Scope
Citizens United first came before the Court in Mar91
of 2009. The dispute was over whether a company called
C itizens United should have been able to broadcast Hillary: 7he Movie on cable television as an on-demand offering during the 30 days before the 2008 presidential
primary election. A district court ruled against showing
the film because the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act
of 2002 (BCRA) prohibits corporations from fu nding
"electioneering communications" (broadq.st, cable, or
satellite transmissions made 30 days before general elections or 60 days before primary elections) with money
from their own treasuries. Electioneering communications, by definition, must also refer clearly to a candidate
for federal office and be distributed publicly. The district
court found Hillary in violation of the BCRA because it

Meet the new Supreme Court Justices. Illustrations by rordon batura
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ments on whether the BCRA was unconstitutional as ments because the FEC places stringent rules on PACs,
applied to Hillary, since the film was an unusual type of which chills corporate political speech..
broadcast: an on-demand, feature7length film done by a
That reasoning resonates as a defense of the fundamennonprofit corporation with only limited donations from tal guarantee~ of the First Amendment, but the Court has
for-profit corporations.
· ~ allowed regulation of speech according to identity before.
In fact, it has traditionally allowed "time, place, and man.,Court Abandons Judicial Restraint
ncr" regulations of free speech. The BC RA and the FEC
In June of 2009, the Court began to depart from its certainly regulate when corporations can air their ads if
usual restraint in Citizens United, scheduling arguments they are aired through certain media and regulate in what
for the 2009 term on whether the BCRA was unconsti- manner they must go about-those ads in an effort to di,tutional at its core - meaning not in its particular ap- minish several well-doc~mented problems with corporate
plication to Hillary, but with respect to all independent Jnvolvement in el~ctions. Those pr.oblems were researched
corporate campaign advocacy.
by Congress in making their campaign finance laws and
Neither party had brought the core constitutional chal- have traditionally given the U..S: government the right to
lenge before the Supreme. Court.The Court's introduction regulate corporate political speech.
of the issue was the first indication that it would not settle
for a narrow r'uling based- on the facts or even based on Perils of Corporate Campaigning
The problems are interrelated..First, there is corruption.
respect for its own precedent, campaign finance history, or
the century of Congr.essional regulations an the subject. It According to Justfce Stevens, there is evidence .t hat the
showed that the Court was actively reaching out to change Framers, including Thomas Jefferson, feated that corporatampaign finance law.
tions would bring down the Republic through corruption.
That worry carried over into campaign finance con- ·
Narrow Q!testion, Broad Decision
cerns, where Congress and the Court agreed that corporate
The majority opinion in Citizen United, authored by advertising or direct contributions for specific candidates
Justice Kennedy and joined by Chief Justice Roberts and risked actual and perceived corruption of public officials.
~ Justices Alito, Thomas, and Scalia, states that corporations
Because avoiding those outcomes was seen as crucial to
have a fundamental right to speak freely with their pr.ofits. maintaining the integrity of our republic, Congress has
Justice Stevens countered with a blazing dissent joined by been allowed to regulate corporate involvement in camJustices Ginsburg, Breyer, and Sotomayor.
paigns and elections.
Further justifications for corporate regulatio!) are anJustice Kennedy, in an attempt to justify this ruling,
wrote that to rule on narrower grounds would have "a chill- tidistortion and shareholder prote.ction. When corporaing effect" on political speech because extensive Federal tions flood commercial breaks with campaign ads, they
Election Committee (FEC) regulations practically require give the impression that their views are widely held. At
corporations.to ask permission before airing independent the same time, shareholders have little or no say in what
advertisements just before primary or general elections. ads company executives decide to run, and their money
However, this argument does not hold water.
might be used to endorse political views that they do not
As Justice Stevens pointed out in the dissent, the support.
Court upheld Congress's ability to impose disclosure and
Many of those problems are solved by PACs, which
disclaimer requirements on these newly permitted adver~ Congress created to allow corporations to engage in polititisements. Disclosure and disclaimer rufes require corpo.- cal speech. PACs are financed by voluntary contributions
rations .to admit their authorship of advertisements openly of shareholders and employees. They are also under regulaand to report how much they spent. on advertisements tions that limit their expenditures and require them to disand which candidat~ they referred to, among other things, close their funding sources and activities so that there isn't
Those are the very same types of regulations the Court corruption, actu~ or imagined, in corporate campaigning.
tlaimed would "chill" th~ political speech of c<;>rporati.ons
. if the quest}on of corporations' F'lfSt Amendment rights Corporations are Not Persons
was left unaddressed. Thus, the Court was unable to exAs the majority correctly states in Citizens United,
plain why it disregarded its usual restraints of deferring "speech is an essential mechanism of democracy; for it
the means to hold officials accountable to the people."
to Congress, prec~dent, and history in providing its new .
interpretation of the Hrst Amendment.
Furthermore, speech is especially protected during political campaigns, since the ele.ctorate is making choices about
New,T ake on the First Amendment
its future leaders.
Even so, the majority woefully missed that corporations
The Court jus~fied its ultimate decision in favor of
corporations by reading the First Amendment to. say that are not the same as individuals under our Constitution, which
the government cannot distinguish betwee!l associations has never considered corporations to be right-bearing perand individuals when regulating free speech. It contended sons until the Citizens United opiJ?ion. Justice Stevens's
that sections of the BCRA ba1_1 free speech by "making dissent emphasizes that, unlike individuals, corporations
it a felony to express~y advocate the dect~on or defeat of have limited liability, perpetual life, and separation of
a candidate." Even though corporations can do just ffiat ownership and control; they also might be run by foreignthrough Political Action Committees (PACs), the major- ers. Moreover, they "haye no consciences, no beliefs, no
feelings, no thoughts, no desires . .. they are not themselves
~ty claimed that PACs don't satisfy free speech require-

is.
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members of the 'We the People' by whom and for whom
our Constitution was established."

A Dangerous Precedent
.In light of the obvious differences between c;orporat}ons and-individuals, it is absurd to insist that there is any
necessity to grant corporations the same rights possessed
by individuals to engage freely in political speech.
The J?Ossible repercussions of the Citizens United decision are vast. Big businesses and corporations can now
threaten elected officials, including congre~sional representatives, judges; arid executives, with quasi-unlirilited
slander ads if elec'ted officials defy' them. Corporations
now have an advantage over candidates and parties in
reaching the public because ·they are no longer restricted
by fiscal regulations in disseminating their message with
vast financial resources and suspect motives. .
The Citizens Ullit.ed decision is backward and destructive. Beyond lacking judicial restraint, the decision ignores
the original intent· of the Hrst Amendment. altogether.
Justice Stevens said it best when he admonished, 'While
American democracy is imperfect, few outside the majority qf this Court would have thought its flaws included a
dearth of corporate money in politics." •

1he Supreme Court also repealed Megan's
21st Amendment Rights.
Discu.rs this
article
at amb.utdaOas.edu!
.
.
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borders. Not in vain does history attribute ending the
Middle 1\ges to the printing press.
Next came the telegraph, the telephone, and the radio,
all of which made possible communicating from afar in an
instant. They rendered the issues of time and space more or
by alex garcia topete
a.j.garcia- topete@student.utdallas.edu
less unimportant. Radio, with its capacity to use a single
source to relay a message to thousands of receivers at once,
'marked
the birth of instant mass media.
•
.
.
In the beginning there was the word - the spoken
Two world wars and a wave of consumerism later,
word - with which humanKind started to comJllunicate. the telephone and the radio had a lovechild, which
From then on, the evolution of the technologies of was christened the mobile phone. With it, people got
communication has enabled civilization to advance and to communicate from almost anywhere at any time progress throughout history and the world-itself. However, virtually limitless communication. To a degree, however,
it is precisely in our "Era of Information" that the craze that meant regressing to oral tradition, for a phone call .
for innovation has disfigured the communication process leaves no record of what.was said. When somebody finally
of transmitting a message from sender to receiver. Cheap, noticed the biggest inefficiency of mobile phones (that not
fast, and easy communication, mixed with the stupidity every moment is a good moment for a call), text messaging
and laziness of the masses, has screwed up communicating was brought in to fix the problem.
itself and degraded it to the monstrosity ofTwitter, which
Nevertheless, the development of the internet and
goes against any conception of true progress.
its resources, namely e-mail and chat engines, formed a
Since the invention (or development) of language counterbalance to that oral regression, since they allowed
until now, communication among the masses didn't instant and cheap communication in a written format.
damage the language or the communication process. The
And that's exactly when communication started going
spoken word allowed humankind to enhance its social down the pipe. Writing was soon crippled by the internet
interactions and not only permitted the preservation of and text messaging. Or, more accuritely, crippled by the
lives but also helped to establish culture.
inept users who came up with "1337" for the web and "txt
Then somebody started .writing down all the stories msgshorthand"fortheirmobilephones.Suchdeformations
that grandpa told - and that's how law and organized oflanguage for the sake ofshortness and typing effort have
rel.igion came to existence.
.
done nothing but rape .the written word; they have hurt
From writing came mail, making distance somewhat the effectiveness of communication because shorter doesn't
insignificant to the process of communication. Granted, necessarily equal more concrete, concise, clear, or coherent
getting a message from one ena of the world to the other - especially not when shortness comes from stupid
took weeks or months, but still, it could be sent across. Also, misspelling and rniswriting.
that communication was not limited merely to mundane or
Without a doubt, the biggest devolution for
bureaucratic messages -great ideas were also exchanged communication has the name Twitter. That system (or
for the progress of humanity.
·
social phenomenon at this point) has devalued the
Because it Improved writing, the printing press had the whole process of communication by deforming each of its
most impact upon communication for humankinc). Cheap, eleme9ts.
standard, and massive diffusion of all written knowledge .
Ftrst, it has degraded the message component in two
became possible across social classes and across national ways: by limiting message length to 140 characters (if that
·were a love letter for you, how enthralled would you be?)
and by allowing the messages to be so obscenely abundant
that they become meaningless. "@joe: omg the cat is staring,
That's not communication.
@joe: I can feel my bowels mqving... "-who cares?
But does that reallly matter? The fact that the message
That's equivalent to constantly
has been devolved pales in comparison to the fact that the
talking_to yourself in public,
receiver and the ~nder components have been deformed
into
faceless entities by the tweeting process. Yes, some of
otherwise known as acting bat· the receivers might actually know the sender of the tweet
personally; however, the idea is that tweeting is directed
shit insane.
to the ether ofTwittet.That's not communication. That's

equivalent to constantly talking to yourself in public,
otherwise known as acting bat-shit insane.
Tweets can be useful, though - just not for regular life.
There are few better ways for organizations to disseminate
messages to their members and likewise for celebrities to
reach out to their fans. A tweet about an upcoming concert,
for example, can be effective. Similarly, someone travelling
can keep an interesting sort ofjournal by tweeting.
But aside from those cases, common tweeting is
pointless at best. How can a tweet about bowel movements
be considered effective (the goal
ofcommunication) when there's
no guarantee that anyone'U
read it? Hpw about tweeting
that you need to call 911 before
actually calling? Tweeting is for
twits who· need to believe that
others might care about their
ordinaryli~elives. •

Check Alex out at
@MyHatisAwesome.
Discuss this artick at
@4MPatllJ1)!
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Purging Pejoratives
old time" meant ~to participate in a light-hearted and lively
event" .Increasingly gay began to refer to homosexual males;
now the word is no longer gender specific. (To question
why the male term became the norm for describing all
homosexuals while lesbian still refers exclusively to women
by melissa kenfield
would steer us into a political-correctness train wreck. Just
f ruitcakekruts@gm:l.ilcom
remember that when it comes to gendered nouns, all women
love being referred to !lS men, while all men are revolted at
I'm sorry for being a language Nazi, but sometimes the thought of being referred to as women, and you will
questionable word usage really is perfectly equivalent never go wrong.)
Yet as society began to accept, or at least ceased to abuse,
to murdering miUions of Jews. Lately,
certain phrases have been leaping out gays and lesbians, gay gained pejorative status. Using the
at me, floating above conversations like phrase "that's gay" as a term,of disgust is now common in
so many thought bubbles in cartoons. rhc speech of rhe current generation.
~Don't be nappy" and "that's gay"- and,
For the progressiveness of the U.S. attitude towards
of course, flippant usc of ~Nazi" - arc those who are not heterosexual -progressive at least when
a couple of specific phrases rhar perplex compared ro lraq - it is strange rhar a phrase that clearly
me whenever 1 hea.r them. Such shifts in states distaste towardl". being gay has firmly entrenched itself
language can come from political pundits' in the language and spread like wildfire. ot happy about
overused phrases or from the having to leave your backpacks at che front of the classroom
speech patterns of for a test? just say, "That's gay!" (That profcs~or is such a
middle
schoolers, Nazi!). HomoJt·xual as a descriptive term brings implications
bur sometimes, rhe of Biblical condemnation, yet the more acceptable gay is
now its own insult. lleccronormati\'ity \1'111S ago1in.
changt:~ !(<l too far.
As we race down the euphemism treadmill, the English
I Ialf a century ago
(or at least in the language encounters increasingly creative uses of words.
Bedrock era), hto ,.....------------, Much as pop culture
1
have a gay
constantly pushes the
envelope
for
what
viewers
consider
@Arrrrrl - lol this
shocking, the English
mtg is so gay
language is always being
@Fiava - ya he is
stretched as speakers
such a nazi i dont
care about anything
use the most extreme
hes saying
terms acceptable to get a
@PipPipCherio - ya
meaning across. Words
blah blah blah like i
are used, misused, and
care, oh ps th ipad
ftar-out abused until
sucks
every
ounce of meaning
@TheJoker - Guys,
is
sucked
out: And then,
we have a ton of
if the words are lucky,
work to do ... ·
they arc redefined.
@StraightEdge The more we change
wait wut, i wasnt
payen attn
the definitions of words
@George - lol ya
to suit our newest
dont wurry wei just
whim~ - or to fie the
google it
never-ending hole in our
@Steve) - You know
vocabulary for terms of
I can see all your
disdain
- the harder it
phones ...
i~ to maintain continuity
started using Twitter" Illustration by mac h1rd
With and undemandin~

L-----------......1

( ( Stop spending so much
time determining what the
acceptable term is, and learn
how to treat people right.
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of our recorded pam. We watch old movies that still refer
co "colorcdfl people and shake our heads at the embedded
racism, but in a century, African-llm~rican will probably be
seen the same way. Every time we shy away from a word
because we don't want to risk being offensive, we confuse
those who arc still reeling from the last change in language.
When wiU it end?
Simply changing a phrase to a "less offensive" version
docs not eflcct a change in ~ocietal perceptions. In time,
the new phrase too will gain a derogatory meaning.
Retard? Handicapped? IIJndi-capablc? Disabled person?
Oifferently-ablcd person? Why can't we ju~t figure out
that we're all special people? Stop spending su much time
determining what the acceptable term is, and learn how to
treat people right.
Since rhis article violated Godwin's law tn the first
sentence, it would be a crime of gcnocid.tl proportions not to
rcmrn to the topic of Nazt. Contrary to the push of political
correctness to shy aw.ty from potentially 1>Rcnsivc word.,,
Nazi has returned to common usc with surprising force.
While the gay community has reclaimed the pink triangle
as a badge of remembrance f(>r the abuses they suffered ar
the hands of the I azis, rhc re~t of America has reclaimed
Nazi as a light-hearted term to refer to control freaks.
The trivialization of one of the most destructive political
regimes in history poses a problem, besides making me
wonder if fcminazis burn bras in the same ovens as they
did Jews and gays: If a fifrh of Americans can't find the
U.S. on a map and arc similarly ignorant about history, how
can rrivializing historical tragedies dt) anything bur make us
forget the rmc costs of the war even quicker?
We can't roll back the English Language, but we can
make a definite choice not to perpetuate the vituperation.
Gay and rttard are not insults. either is nappy (I'IJ leave it
to you to .figure out the etymology there.). We arc :Uways
searching for new insults, and these insults usually come
at the expense of a marginalized group. Ar some point, for
there ro be any reduction in homophobi<t and bigotr~·, we
need to stop lool<ing for new way~ to insult people and le.un
ro accept them as they arc. •
Mdissa 'l'tolatts God7.:.•in:1law e-<'<"'1' tmu .rh.:
discusses this article at amp..utdallas.edu!

Spirit Goes Marchin' In
Football victory revitalizes New Orlef:!nS

by camden cornwell

it. _

back Drew Brees led the New Orleans
Saints to a 31-17 victory over. favored
MVP Qtarterback Peyton Manning and
the Indianapolis Colts, proving to ·everyone that New Orleans, and their Saints,

camden.cornwell@gmail.com

In sports, there are moments at
which victory goes beyond the
game. Such moments are born
from the heart: work, disappointment, pressure, and
tragedy culminate in the
glory of cathartic triumph.
Any athlete worth his
mettle can tell you about
one game where tears and
sweat mingled. Wh<?ther
or not you like football and
whether or not you couldn't
care less about Louisiana, the
state that neighbors yours, Super
Bowl XUV showcased an incredible achievement.
Against alJ expectations, and
despite the doubt from sports
pundits, New Orleans, armed only
with the support ofhardcore Saints
fans, regained an energy not felt
since before Hurricane Katrina. Colts
fans taunted that "Hurricane Manning"
was coming, and ironically, they
could not have addressed the
seQtiment more appropriately. For New Orleans, it was a
game of survival, pride, and
fearless audacity. Qtarter-

lllustr.ation by maggie wurzer

would march on.
lf you do not believe
If you do not believe
that football can reflect
that football can reflect the
the atmosphere of a culture, you are not in touch
atmosphere of a culture, you
with the reality ofprofessional athletics. Fans' feelare not in t ouch with the reality
ings-about football reflect
of professional athletics.
a kind of ·local pride and
community practically as
strong as nationalism - it's. a phenom- nants of a distant tragedy. Crime, though
enon in which an intense sense of civitas still frequent, is no longer rampant. Louifuses with a competitive sense of impor- siana, already stn1ggling economically ,
tance and propagates through the gen- is witnessing its biggest city build itself
eral public via a team of physically su- anew. The people who love and believe
perior soldiers. Professional athletics is a in the city's survival have, in large part,
venue of human desire for dominance; in returned. Those who do not have simp\y
essence, it is war without repercussion; it left_ Filled now with the support of only
is combat without death.
those who want New Orleans to grow,
ln the case of New Orleans, football New Orleans has had Hope return. The
represented even more than that - it pundits thought Hurricane Manning
was an opportunity for re'vitalization. was too strobg, ~ut the Saints proved
New Orleans was overwhelmed with that given a bold strategy, Ne'N Orleans
poverty, violence, and corruption even can overcome its doubters and regain its
before Katrina hit. Shortly after the levee rightful vivacity.
broke, an exodus of doctors, lawyers, vol1l1e struggle for New Orleans involves
unte~rs, ·companies, students, and other battles on many fronts. Morale matters
citizens fled the battered city. Efforts to more than anything, and the front of
salvage the destruction continue today. football rallies the most support: Schools
The combination of the extraordinary ex- relaxed dress-code policies to allow Saints
pense and the apparent futility of fixing jerseys; special beer was brewed; Saints.
a fragile city that is still protected by a flags flew alongside the American flags
poorly constructed levee raises the skep- and even in churches; and Drew Brees's
tics' eyebrows.
testimony was read a'loud for the sermon.
Many believe that New Orleans will The air was electric, and nowhere else was
never recover and should never be rede- the feeling more palpable than in New
veloped. The ReNew Orleans Campaign Orleans.
bumper stickers cling loosely to the bach
• Four years after the Superdome was
of slow and rusty trucks. The Mardi Gras used to house refugees, that same stadium
following the hurricane lacked its usual hosted the team and the city that would
mirth as the tourists visited elsewhere for declare that it could do ll.nything, even
fear of being mugged. Three years after execute an unprecedented onside kick to
Katrina, military reservists still patrolled start the second hal£ As Tom Benson, th'e
the streets. To this day, New Orleans is Saints manager for almost 25 years,·.sai.d
the most dangerous city in the United upon receiving the Vince Lambardi,TroStates. Hope was just an empty word phy, "Louisiana by way of New Orleans is
from another insincere politician.
back, and it showed the whole world!,.•
The restoration efforts continue, arid
with them comes gradual progress. NewCamden only cares ahout New Orleans
ly constructed buildings are beginning to hecause he wants to go wild at Mardi Gras.
Discuss this artide at am;P-utdallo.s.edu!
take the place of the dilapidated rem-
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Injury Time
High

e~pectations

and hurt players slide-tackle U.S. team's World Cup chances

by shane browning
smb062000@utdallas.cdu

The roller coaster ride that is the road
to the World Cup has been bumpier than
usual for the US Men's National Soccer
Team, which has experienced huge highs
and lows. Injuries, pressure, and unfair expectations of repeating the performance
at the Confederations Cup will make it
nearly impossible for the team to satisfY
fans at the World Cup.
Last summer the US gained a great
deal of confidence with its phenomenal
showing at the Confederations Cup,
where it achieved more ~uccess than anyone expected. Staying alive afte~ group
play with a little luck, the US had the eyes
of the world on it as it beat Spain, the European Champions, in the semifinals with
persistent defense and a moment of brilThe U.S. team's battle flag from the World Cup qualifiers. Phot.oillustration b~ jonathan c:oker
liance from the promising young striker
Jozy Altidore.
fered a torn patella tendon in the qualifier tional games if D avies does not return to confidence as a leader, but that would be
In the finals, the US showed confi- against Costa Rica. Davies and Onyewu the fleet-of-foot form that he had before an optimistic view.
dence, fluidity, and poise as it constructed both seem to· be on l'emarkable paths to his injuries.
The effects of a bad showing for the
world-class counter attacks at a level nev- recovery that might just allow them to
Few players in· the World .Cup this US could be lasting. More dual-citizener before seen by the team. Such prowess . play this summer, but both suffered ma- summer '"vill be under a bigger micro- ship soccer players coming through the
allowed the US to take a 2-0 lead by half- jor injuries that make it doubtful that they scope than Landon D onovan. Captain of US youth soccer. system could decide to
time against none other than Brazil, the will be playing at full strength.
the national team since 2004, Donovan play for their native countries instead.
nation most successful at soccer in history,
Bob Bradley, the manager of the US (dubbed Captain America) is expected The team would take some major steps
on one of the biggest stages in the world. team, has yet to experienCe the pressure to shine. There have been ups and downs . backward then, since many of those playThe Brazilian Samba Kings eventually and media criticism that comes with the in Donovan's tenure as captain, but the ers, such as Giuseppe Rossi, are very talfought back to win the game, but Ameri- W~rld Cup. Bradley will surely feel the faith that he would one day lead the US ented.
can soccer players became hot commod.i- pressure this summer, and he'll be coach- to World Cup glory never faltered. If the
Also, fans expecting the team to adties. 'Rumors about European transfers ing an American team that is heavily fa- US fails to advance past the group stage, vance past the Round of 16 might lose
began to surround many players on the vored to advance past the Round of 16. Donovan will receive an Alan Greenspan faith in the squad, which could lead to
US squad over night, and the expectations Despite injuries, the US is still expected portion of the blame. That's the kind of lower ticket sales. The United States is a
for American success at the next World to give England ~ run for its money and pressure that has led to some of Donovan's burgeoning soccer power, but until the
Cup rose significantly. .
advance from Group C by beating Algeria poorest performances fpr his country.
Americans have a long history of success
The stars of the national team were and Slovenia. H owever, moving past the
Some fans argue that Donovan has at the World Cup and many successful
all healthy and playing well for club and group stage will not be easy because the been putting in great performances for his players in Europe (or a stronger national
country until last October, at which point US hasn't handled the role of fav~rite very new club Everton while under much more league), fans should be happy just to adthe US lost two key players within two well in the past.
pressure than he faced in the MLS - but vance out of the gro':p stage. •
days. Charlie D avies, a young, speedy
Also, the squad will see some star play- be is not "Captain Everton" for Everton.
forward, was hurt in a severe car crash in ers miss playing time leading up to the H e is one great player among many. Tire
Shane: '!here's always Brazil 2014...
Alexandria, Virginia. The next day Ogu- World Cup. Furthermore, the squad may Confederations Cup may have demonDiscuss this article at amt>.utdaOas.edu!
•
chi Onyewu, a world-class defender, suf- lack the attacking pace needed in interna- strated a change in Donovan's new-found

----------~A\~R~T~S~&~~-l__
E~I~S~L~J~R~E______________
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by taylor buttler
rrb071000@utdallas.edu

----- - ----It is 'the year 2183. A sleek, mid-sized
ship glides through an uncharted star
cluster in a dark corner of the galaxy. As
the ship n1rn·s, the light from the system's
star illuminates a single word blazoned
onto the ship's hull: NORMANDY.
The Normandy Bows effortlessly through
space until, suddenly, it banks sharply to
the side, narrowly avoiding a direct hit
from a large yellow beam searing thrpugh
the vacuum of space. A ship the size-<>f a
small planet looms into view, continuing
to fire its lasers ar the Normandy, which
manages to dodge several more blasts
before taking a direct hit across its hull.
M oments later, escape pods begin
launching from the now badly-damaged
No,·mandy. Just as the enemy ship comes
around to deliver its killing blast, the last
escape pod launches while a single human
figure goes flying out into the vacuum,
Aailing around to plug up the holes in his
environment suit...
When a scene like that is the first
thing you see upon loading up Mass Effect
2, you know that you're in for a wild ride.
The game picks up only months after
the events of the first Mass Effect, with
Commander Shepard and the Normandy

esolution

crew scouring the galaxy wiping out any
remaining Geth, the sentient machine
race that served as the primary enemy
in the first gam~. Mter the opening
scene and a surprising twist, the game
jumps forward two years. Mass Effect 2
puts Shepard in command of a new and
improved Normandy provided by the
shady pro-human organization Cerberus
and its leader, The Illusive Man.
_ This time around, Shepard is
tasked with hunting and defeating the
'Collectors', a mysterious race of creatures
that have been causing entire human
colonies to disappear overnight. In his
quest to stop the Collectors, Shepard will
have to recmit and gain the loyalty of the
best mercenaries and warriors the galaxy
has to offer.
The story is gripping and filled with
side-quests that help flesh out the back
story.Everydecision you make brings both
short- and long-term consequences that
affect everything from your relationships
with your crew to whether you live to see
the end credits. The decisions made in
this game will even affect now Mass Effect
3 will play out.
You also have the option to import your
saved character from the first Mass Effie!
for a starting bonus to credits, experience,
and materials. Also, if you import your
character, every single decision you made
in the .first game will have far- reaching
repercussions in this one and will allow
you to go on even more side quests.

As far as gameplay is concerned, Mass
Effect 2 surpasses its predecessor in every
Visually;
way: The cluttered inventory system has
2 blows damn near
been scrapped in favor of upgrades that
you can research in exchange for minerals
everything else out of
you mine from unexplored planets;
the extremely tedious and tacked- on
the water.
planetary exploration and vehicle combat
bas been completely removed; and the
game has several qew weapon classes to talent; with big screen names like Martin
choose from, including heavy weapons.
Sheen, Seth Green, Tricia Helfer, Keith
The cornbat portions are about the D avid, Adam Baldwin and Carrie-Anne
same as they were in the first game (over- Moss joining with video game, and anime
the-shoulder shooting),except that biotics voice legends like Steven Jay Blum and
(special telekinetic powers) have much Jennifer H ale, Mass Effect 2 delivers some
better animations and are much easier to of the best voice acting talents ever seen
use quickly, and the new weapons classes in a video game.
add some diversity to the combat.
Mass Effect 2 is the definitive answer
The only major bump in the road when to how western .RPGs should look and
it comes to gamep,lay is that scanning and feel. The engrossing story, paired with the
mining planets can get extremely tedious fun gameplay, great visual&, and incredible
after the first few times, but you have to vocal talents, keeps the player enthralled
suffer through it in order to get a lot of in the game's universe- to the point that
the better upgrades in the game. However, you actually care about what happens to
the annoyance is· negligible in the greater these characters. •
context of the ga~e.
Visually, Mass Effect 2 blows damn
near everything else out of the water.
The artists put extreme detail into every
environment, from the destroyed ruins of
the K.roganhomeworld oiTuchanka, to the
glistening cityscape of the Asari colony of
Ilium. Charact~ models are also rendered
beautifully, and facial expressions on each Taylor lilus to aim his gun at the blue chicks.
and every character are captured perfectly.
Discuss this article at am(J.utdallas.edu!
The game also spared no expense on vocal

Go main character from Mass E(fea 2! Destroy those main characters from previously top console games and take your spot at the top! Illustration by mac hird

Mass Effect
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by tabatha patterson
rnbatha.patterson@srudenr.utdallas.edu

Realism
(Nonesuch Records; 20 I 0)

pin
puerile whimsy that is typical of Stephin
Merritt's work.
From the very beginning, The Magnetic Fielqs kicks up the surrealism a few
notches and provides contrast in the process. The vocal disparity is, in particular,
greatly noticeable as dark, rough male

Kicking off its recent release with
a melancholy ode to pragmatism, The · vocals mingle and dance ~eneath the soft
Magnetic Fields initially appear to al- glow of the female voice to create a greatly
low their tenth, folk-based album to live textured vocal tapestry, interwoven with
up to its name, Realism. Fortunately for separate yet compatible threads. Though
the devout audience, all practicality is the overarching nature offl.ealism's sound
quickly shattered when the sing-song is capricious, one should rest assured that
vocals swim around the album's fluttery this is anything but a frivolous child's
melodies, consenting to the impending album. In fact, Merritt's lyrics urge defi-

Teen Dream is the third studio album
released by Beach House and the first
release on Sub Pop records. 1he album
houses some wonderful sounds, all of
whkh have the picturesque, dreamlike
by joseph tucker
feel for which the band is known. Those
rucker.js@gmail.com
· sounds are supporte.d largely by the vocals of French-born Victoria Legrand,
Recommended Tracks: 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10
shifting sands of
Recommended ifYou Like: Nico, the
Zombies, Department of Eagles, good
dreams

Beach House

Teen Dream
(Sub Pop; 20 I0)

I am not familiar with Beach House
- I am hardly even familiar with beach
houses. Although I've been aware of the
Maryland-based twosome for a long
time, 1 never introduced myself Generally, Beach House and I have passed each
other like ships in the night. Mter the
release of Teen Dream, I have to submit
a humble apology to bandmates Victoria
and Alex: I should have tuned in a long
time ago.

LEISURE

•

Recommended Tracks: 6, 8, 9
Recommended if You Like: The
Gothic Arch.ies, Future Bible Heroes,
Lemony Snicket, fairy tales, and show
tunes

T he Magnetic Fields

&

Alex Scally's instrumental work. The end
result is simple and dreamy, cloudy, incorruptible songwriting.
Not every song is magical, though; the
middle section of the album sags in coinpari.son to the fairly spectacular start ·and
finish. "Walk in the Park'' and "Used to

ance ("see that people smile when you're
near/If. they don't like you _screw them")
and permeate the saccharine multitude
of instruments that comprise the unusually synth-free foundation of the albu..m's
musical landscape.
On occasion, Realism grows monotonous and could easily fade and become
background ·noise. If not for its .sound,
the album should at least be appredated
for its cute story-book lyrics, which spin
tales of oddity and dissent; adding to that
fairy-tale quality, novelist Lemony Snicker (a.k.a. Daniel Handler) makes an appearance on accordion. The atmosphere
invoked amongst the ballads of Realism
is truly the strong point of the album and
is sure to linger within the psyche long
after the last notes dissipate. •

Whatever you do, don't call
Tabatha 'Jrivolo"us':
Discuss this article at amt>.utdallas.ed~t!

.

Be" arc somewhat plain-faced compared
to the absolutely lovely "Zebra" and. the
lilting, dancing "10 .Mile Stereo". Teen
Dream also suffers from being too mellow at times, which is, in truth, the largest ·
grievance I can levy against the album, or
the band in general. So, there you have
it: Sometimes, Beach House is too mellow, and some of its songs ·are only good
instead of being wonderful.
There isd t a reason on Earth for you to
ignore Bead1 House or Teen Dream- the
band has gone to great lengths to ensure
that you can't. That hard work has payed
off: The album is fantastic and it would
be a disservice to say anything less. Don't
deprive yourself by simply· passing by Teen
Dream in the night - there's no point in
wasting time having to·apologize. •

j oseph almost passed AMP by in the
night, .but instead crashed straight into if.
DisctJss this article at amp.utdallas.edu!
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· Ihis month: Blue Goose Cantina

by brady spenrath
bds062000@u[dallas.edu

In the eternal words of the announcer
from Super Smash Bros: Success! lhis
month I found what I. had previously
thought impossible: great Mexican food
that's not too expensive, and from a restaurant or a chain that originated in the Dallas
area. Blue Goose Cantina reminds me of
South Texas Tex- Mcx more than any other
restaurant in Dallas (save for a couple bigger chains that started elsewhere) with its
big, hot plates, fast service, friendly waitresses, full bar, spicy appetizers, and Mexican-style-kitsch-adorned walls.
Blue Goose is located along the north
side of Park Road, between Coit and Preston, across a parking lot from Studio Movie
Crill, so it's only a 5-10 minute drive from
campus. lf you're into people watching,
Tex-Mex, or margarita.~. Blue Goose will be
your heaven.
Of course, Mexican re~taurants dot the
Texan landscape lik.c popped collars at a
dotichcbag convention, so it's really all about
the food, and Blue Goose delivers. Your
very first taste will be thin chips that aren't
greasy, and a flavorful - but mild - hornemade salsa. It's easy to fill up on the chips
and salsa, whose habit-formingly delicious
Aavor won't leave your mouth burning.
l'cl recommend the house ·special appetizer, the Goose ' Eggs. '1l1ey're basically a
homemade jalapeno popper: a firm, moderately spicy jalapeno inside, stuffed with
cheese and shredde-d chicken, breaded, and
fried to a perfect crisp. They're accompallied by a cool, creamy Durango Sauce, and
they are one of the most addicting things
I've tried since pocky.
Blue Goose also has an interesting appetizer in the O!Jeso F'undido, which is a
melty mess offresh, stringy cheese, chicken, and mushrooms. 1t's a challenging and
interesting appetizer that loves to stick to

the bowl, the spoon, and everything but a
chip or tortilla; even though it tastes great, I
have to recommend the Goose Eggs.
As tempting as it might be to make
the Goose Eggs a whole meal, the ~ntrees
1:Jr~~~!r~mtu~mtuu1ID~~1mm~[~llimro~~ifm:r::.:
Erwhi,l2da Night (All enchilada
1l
· ...:;·....:~ .................
t3·1hw:sdays: queso;
. .ma_cgai·~~l
should not be missed. My favorite dish
·
beers and well drinks are just $3
(though I haven't tried them all) is the Chi.~ ...'L ...... ,.'....................................... ;...........:'.......S2 Miller:
michanga a la Blue Goose, a lightly fried
burrito packed with your choice of chicken
or beef, refried beans, and plenty of differ- but most importantiy, you get a ton of meat try it - you know, for the sake of reseani
ent c~eeses, covered in ranchero sauce and a with an order of them. Blue Goose prides 1 have to say it is absolutely delicious and
little more cheese, with a side of rice, beans, itself in weighing the fajitas after cooking, quite refreshing. The lime, the sweet mix,
guacamole, sour cream, and p.ico de gallo. instead of weighing before cooking, the and the tequila are in perfect harmonr.
It's savory, cheesy, full of meat, and heavy method nearly every other restaurant em- Most margaritas I've tried were good, but
- I could only eat about 2/3 of mine before ploys, so when you order a half pound of just a little too sweet, too sour, or too bitter.
chicken fajitas, you receive a half pound of
Blue Goose has concocted the perfectly
I gave in and asked for a to go box.
balanced marg<trita formula and tops it_otf
The enchiladas were also surprisingly delicious bird on your plate.
large. I had the Enchiladas con Polio Salsa
From the grill you can also order beef with some salt on the rim ofyour stein. Its
fajitas,
pork tenderloin, and stuffed shrimp. amazing but not worth the $6.50 normally
Verde (or green chicken enchiladas~, and
they were still well-made and also made I've also tried the stuffed shrimp, which charged, which brings me to the specials
two meals for me, although T thought the are wrapped in crispy bacon and retain the Blue Goose offers. Blue Goose has Happy
lime was a little too overpowering. Never- smoky mesquite flavor from the grill. 1ne Hour every weekday from 2:30 to 6:30
theless, Blue Goose has a variety of enchila- prices on the food are a little high, but I p.m. See the table for n1ore specials- it'!
das, though, so I'm sure you can find a Aavor ·have never finished an entree, so I've·always the best way to enjoy Blue Goose fully, afthat's perfect for you.
gotten the e.quivalent of nvo meals for those ter all.
The Tex-Mex Nachos arc a nice plat- price, which turns out to be a pretty decem
The late hours and the casual atmosphere
inspire a parry attitude at Blue Goose; the
ter of food for the price, and are covered value, actually.
in cheese, refried beans, and well-seasoned
Blue Goose niakes one claim that 1 had kitchen stays open until 11:00 p.m. or
ground beef. The chicken fajitas are moist to test for myself. The menu proclaims its weekdays, and until midnight Friday an.:
and surrounded by permargarita was voted best Saturday night. Pop music is played, whiCh
fectly grilled
------ ---------in Texas, so I get~ louder with tl1e crowd {it does get reonions,
-~had to ally loud inside on a Friday), and you'll set
people wearing any range of clothing, fro
totally casual to just-off-work to going-t
the-clubs.
Blue Goose is a fun place to be, serrn,
delicious, truly Tex-Mex food at a good
value, keeps late hours, and is close to cam-,
pus, so 1 have to recommend Blue Goose
on all counts. For a cold margarita, cheesy
chimichanga~ .md some people watch·
ing, or for celebrating with friends, it's the
perfect spot. My CJUest for good Mexican
food in the D.tllas area concludes with Blue
Goose Cantina. •

..,. :··....
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Mexican Cantina

Brady has found that using the phrase
"p,·opl<' Wtllrhing"gets him i11 less h·ouhle
tha11the alternatives "stalking" or"staring.
Discuss this article at am(J.utdallas.etbl!

•

Ooh Mao Mao, I said uh ooh Mao Mao. Photoillustration by jonathan coker

Winning caption by Niloo Allahyari: Mao: I'll never eat cookies at
the computer again! D amn these crumbs in the keyboard!
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by jonathan coker
jcokerutd@gmail.com

Across:
1. Percussive appreciation
6. Trivia bit
10. Levitated or flower
14. Stuttering rhyme
15. It follows
16. Northern OK city
17. Wedding walkway
18. Activity after sowing
19. Light focuser
20. Hued brews (2 wds.)
22. Extraterrestrial base
(abbr.)
23.To sun
24. RIT neighbor
26. Country's car club (abbr.)
29: Wee wish granter
35. Strained
37. Ctrl + Z
38. Canada's mount (abbr.)
39. Chemical sense
40. 6 pack filler
41. Fumed
42. Non-amateur
43. Pacific state (abbr.)
45. Hot emotion
46. March's imbibing day (2
wds.)
49. Filler noises with uhms
50. Chevy's curvy tmck
(abbr.)
51. Lazy bumpkin
53. Sexy maple syrup fueled
AMP editor
55. March birthstone
62. Record
63. Void
64. Writes programs
65. Famous garden
66. Girl's name
67. Vote for
68.Mter
69. Scheduled arrivals (abbr.)
70. Writing surfaces

Down:
1. Vertical rock
2.Hideout
3. Old-timey butt

4. Sickly
'5. Exhausted
6. Blissful
7. Shader
8. Common lab substrate
9. Best tournament entrant
(2 wds.)
10. Hot dog topper
11. Washingto'ns
12. Transgressions
13.M~ahon,Asnerand

Sullivan
21. Hay unit
25. Contempt
26. One pastry dessert
(2 wds.)
27. :Fable writer
28. Picnic pest
30. Hair type
31. Healthcare assts. (abbr.)
32. Helical drill
33. Heroine addicts?
34. Testicle
36. Religious divisions
39. Office report type (abbr.)
40. Bumblebee boxer
41!?. Years
44. Make ord.erly
45. One Yosemite, Uncle or
Adams (2 wds.)
47. A rise
48. Kuddly kreatures
52. Follows bold, red, or
53. Formed
54. Very top
56. Cease
57. Arm bone
58 ..P lay part
59. 15th ofMarch
60. Head holder
61. Calculated guesses (abbr.)
62. D eca

two
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Capture is · a two-pla[Jer game in which Jlay:ers take turns connecting pairs of
horizont ally or verttca ly adjacent dots.
pl~yer who completes a square by
connecting two dots ca~tures the resulting square and puts his .i nitials · in it. That
player must draw anot er line aft er making a caftture. Thus, a player may make
a large number of captures in a single t urn. A ter the last capture, the player
must still connect two dots. The person wh o captures the most squares wins.
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Construction Update
RICHARDSON (AMP) For ·the
remainder of the 2010 Spring semester,
the library will only be accessible by
wishful thinking and paddleboat. .
The Founder's CreepinessEnhancement
Project is finished. Do not be ala.rtfied
by the buzzing fluoresc~nt lights or the
endless hallways. ·
·
The new mall reflection ·pool will
remain empty to compliment the stagnant
Founder's plaza fountains.
··
The Love Jack will be relocated to Mount
Roundabout for enhanced visibility.
Disability Services asks handicapped
students to upgrade to off-road wheelchairs
for campus accessibility. •

Elton John: Jesus was Gay
MIDDLESEX (AMP)
Elton John
surprised conservatives last week by
d e claring that "Jesus was a compassionate,
super-intelligent gay man."
John cited Jesus' fabulous purple robes,
Judas' French kiss, ·and extensive· wood
working as evidence.
"I mean, come on, a 33-year-old virgin in a
town with chicks like Galilee? Puh-le.e eze."
Conservatives, after Gpogleing what
an Elton John was, called for a .b oycott on
piano glam rock and sequins.
When the news of Jesus' possible
homosexuality reached Kansas by pony
post today, Westboro Baptist Church
spontaneously imploded. •

He althcare Reform Bill Passed
WASHINGTON (AMP) - Congressional
leadership pushed through reforms for
American healthcare by unanimous vote
on Friday. The bill provides for a box of
Walgreen'.s brand adhesive strips, a travel
tube of Neosporin, and' a bottle of AstJ:oglide
for every man, woman.and child in the United
States. The bill will cost American tax-payers
20 trillion dollars over seven years.
"The Astroglide is for when )rou get
your tax bill," explained Hou,~e Majority
Leader Nancy Pelosi.
·
Also included in the healthcci.re bill
were earmarks for gold plating the (;olden
Gate Bridge, digging a giant wading hole
in Nebraska, and subsidies for healthcare
insurance companies which promptly
increased CEO pay by 5000%:•

Cajun Chicken Ramen Noodle s make a not so gentle landing in Haiti.

Haiti Thanks God for
Disaster, Media AttentiOn
by D'Brickashaw Cunningham
Humanitarian
EPICENTER (AMP) -Surviving Haitians held
a nationwide revival on Thursday, thanking God
for blessing their nation with an earthquake and
the world's attention.
"My mother and two of my children died,"
shared Renaud Chirac, nouveau homeJesse
amateur soccer commentator. "I couldn't be
more thankful. They're bringing us fresh water
by the helicopter, and it goes without saying,
some of these aid workers got it goin' on."
With nearly 300,000 fatalities and mounds
of rubble, Haitians' unbridled ecstasy is
unsurprising. Living conditions ltave never
been better.
Luke P. Card, cardboard skiff captain and
earthquake widower explained, "It's like Santa
had a stroke and keeps thinking it's Christmas
in Haiti. Boxes of solar powered Bibles and beef
jerky keep falling from the sky. Why, just the
other day an entire palette of Cajun Chicken
Ramen Noodles parachuted from the sky right
onto my last living child. Well, I mean, he was
alive. Until the ramen thing."

Luke later added, "I would have preferred
chili-lime flavor, but who complains in the lap
ofluxury?"
Haiti's opulent blessing from God has other
impoverished nations wondering why they've
been forsaken.
Denizens of Juarez, Mexico have been
seen fervently praying and waving those
incenseamajigs in hopes that God would send
them a devastating volcano eruption.
"If Sodom and Gomorrah taught us anything,
it's · that God has pretty high standards for
disaster delivery," lamented Jorge Pasqual. "But
we're not asking for a full-fledged fire-andbrimstoning here. Is a few feet of ash and a few
thousand dead too much to ask? AnYthing to
get our hands on some of America's miraculous
ramen sky nectar."
Darfur, Tajikistan, and Tennessee have all
taken steps to curry God's favor and earn a
disaster worth some of the ?-eveloped world's
merciful attention.
"Trust .me, a flood would be a facelift for
Memphis," sighed Isaac "Blue" Crawford. "And a
little love from our blessed American neighbor
would be nice. Do they make BBQ Ramen?" •

Winter Olympics
Introduces New Events

Water slide tubes reach speeds in ~cess of 70 miles per hour.

enough, the bobsleds float, so no big changes
there."
The new events follow failed plans to
CANUCKISTAN (AMP) The Winter
"air-condition the shit out of the entirety of
have taken an unexpected yet
Vancouver."
1exc uJ'-'LY turn due to new global warming ·
IOC officials went to great lengths to
southern-hemisphere themed
save traditional winter events. "We had this
awesome artificial 'warm snow' developed,
El Moutawakel, Chair of the
but it apparently caused blindness,
·nauoJm:u Olympic Committee, explained,
catastrophic hmg failure, and chronic
thought luge racing was cool, wait until
impotence. You would think Olympic athlet~s
experience 70 mph water slide tubing.
wouldn't be such whiners," Moutawakel sru.d.
haven't seen a wedgy until you've seen
"I suppose it turned out for the best. We wo11't
Olympic water slide wedgy. Plus, imagine
have to keep pretending ice dancing is a real
Cooke in a bikini, not that there's
Olympic event."
·
left to imagine after that wardrobe
Micha~l Phelps has won an unprecedented
eight gold. medals in the Winter Olympics,
Men's and women's tubing joins Marco
proving his dominance in both water and
the bellyflop, and water skiing as .n ew
liquid ice.
replacing the infinitely more boring
"Marco Polo is a bit easier when you're a
skating, ski jumping and cross-country
gilled aquatic man freak," explained Phelps.
Shaun White initially expressed interest in
"Some events were too cool to lose," said
the new motor-boating event, but pulled out
"We're modifying curling to
stating, "Oh ... that kind of motor-boating." •
include anew inflatable stone, and fortunately
bv Varaa Rivier;l .
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